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ABSTRACT 
First we establish a connection between the field of the real numbers and the 
extended max algebra, based on asymptotic equivalences. Next we propose a further 
extension of the extended max algebra that will correspond to the field of the complex 
numbers. Finally we use the analogy between the field of the real numbers and the 
extended max algebra to define the sing&r-value decomposition of a matrix in the 
extended max algebra and to prove its existence. 0 EZsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Overview 
One of the possible frameworks to describe and analyze discrete event 
systems (such as flexible manufacturing processes, railroad traffic networks, 
and telecommunication networks) is the max algebra [l, 3, 41. A class of 
discrete event systems, the timed event graphs, can be described by a 
state-space model that is linear in the max algebra. There exists a remarkable 
analogy between max-algebraic system theory and system theory for linear 
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systems. However, the mathematical foundations of the max-algebraic system 
theory are not as fully developed as those of the classical linear system theory, 
although some of the properties and concepts of linear algebra, such as 
Cramer’s rule, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors, 
also have a max-algebraic equivalent. In [14] Olsder and Roos have used a 
kind of link between the field of the real numbers and the max algebra based 
on asymptotic equivalences to show that every matrix has at least one 
max-algebraic eigenvalue and to prove a max-algebraic version of Cramer’s 
rule and of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. We shall extend this link and use it 
to define the singular-value decomposition in the extended max algebra [9, 
131, which is a kind of symmetrization of the max algebra. We also propose a 
further extension of the max algebra that will correspond to the field of the 
complex numbers. 
In Section 1 we explain the notation we use in this paper and give some 
definitions and properties. We also include a short introduction to the max 
algebra and the extended max algebra. In Section 2 we establish a link 
between the field of the real numbers and the extended max algebra, and we 
introduce the max-complex numbers, which yields a further extension of the 
max algebra. In Section 3 we use the correspondence between the field of the 
real numbers and the extended max algebra to define the singular-value 
decomposition (SVD) in the extended max algebra and to prove its existence. 
We conclude with a possible application of the max-algebraic SVD and an 
example. 
1.2. Notation and Definitions 
We use f or f(e) t o re p resent a function. The value of f at x is denoted 
by f(x). The set of all reals except for 0 is represented by Iw,([w, = 1w \ (0)). 
The set of all nonnegative real numbers is denoted by [w+. 
In this paper we use “vector” as a synonym for “n-tuple.” Furthermore, 
all vectors are assumed to be column vectors. If a is a vector, then ai is the 
ith component of a. If A is a matrix, then aji or ( A>,j is the entry on the ith 
row and the jth column. The n-by-n identity matrix is denoted by I,. A 
matrix A E [w”’ n is called orthogonal if A*A = I,,. The Frobenius norm of a 
matrix A E [wmx n is represented by 
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The e-norm of the vector a is defined as l]a]]s = Data, and the 2-norm of the 
matrix A is defined as I]AJlz = max,,X,,2=1 ((AxJ]~. We have 
for an arbitrary m-by-n matrix A. 
THEOREM 1 (Singular-value decomposition). Let A E (w”‘” and let 
r = min(m, n). Then there exists a diagonal matrix C E RmXn and two 
orthogonal matrices U E R” x’n and V E IF%“’ n such that 
A = UCVT (2) 
with u1 > uz >, .*a > a, > 0, where ai = (Zjii. 
The factorization (2) is called the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of 
A. The diagonal entries of C are the singular values of A. The columns of U 
are the left singular vectors, and the columns of V are the tight singular 
vectors. 
Proof. See e.g., [ll] or [I21 n 
We represent the ith column of U by ui and the ith column of V by vi. 
The singular values of a matrix A E lRmX ” are unique. Singular vectors 
corresponding to simple singular values are also uniquely determined (up to 
the sign). If two or more singular values coincide, only the subspace gener- 
ated by the corresponding singular vectors is well determined: any choice of 
orthonormal basis vectors that satisfy ATui = aivi and Avi = oiiui is a valid 
set of singular vectors. If (pi is the largest singular value of A, then 
(~1 = IIA11z. 
DEFINITION 2. A real function f is analytic at a point CY E R if the 
Taylor series of f with center cr exists and if there is a neighborhood of a! 
where the Taylor series converges to f. 
A real function f is analytic in an interval [ (Y, /3 ] if it is analytic at every 
point of that interval. 
A real matrix-valued function is analytic in [(Y, /!I] if all its entries are 
analytic in [a, p]. 
Note that if f is analytic in [ CY, p ] then f is also continuous on [ LY, PI. 
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THEOREM 3 (Analytic singular-value decomposition). Ld A(*) be a real 
m-by-n matrix-valued function with entries that are analytic in the interval 
[a, b]. Then there exist real matrix-valued functions U(e), C(e), and V(m) that 
are analytic in [a, b], such that U(s) is an m-by-m orthogonal matrix, z(s) 
an m-by-n diagonal matrix, V(s) an n-by-n orthogonal matrix, and A(s) = 
U(s)Z(s)VT(s) for all s E [a, b]. 
We call this factorization the analytic singular-value okcomposition 
( ASVD) of A(*) on [a, b]. 
Proof. See [21. n 
Note that the diagonal entries of Z( s are not necessarily positive and ) 
ordered. 
Let A(*) by a real m-by-n matrix-valued function that is analytic in the 
interval [a, b]. Consider an arbitrary ASVD of A(*) on [a, b] with singular 
values a,(*), crs,(*), . . . , a;(*). In [2] it is shown that these analytic singular 
values are unique up to the ordering and the signs. Some of the analytic 
singular values can be identically 0. It is also possible that some of the 
analytic singular values are identical (up to the sign) in [a, b]. Consider two 
analytic singular values a,(*) and aj(*) such that a,(*) is identical to neither 
o$.) nor -5(e). Then a,(*) and + cr$.) can only intersect at isolated points. 
These points are called nongeneric. The zeros of an analytic singular value 
that is not identically 0 are also nongeneric points. The other points are called 
generic. 
The following theorem links the ASVD of A(*) on [a, b] to the (constant) 
SVD of A( a) where (Y E [a, b]. 
THEOREM 4. Let A(.) by a real m-by-n matrix-valued function that is 
analytic in the interrjal [a, b]. Zf (Y E [a, b] is a generic point of A(*) and if 
U, z,V,’ is a (constant) SVD of A( a), then there exists an ASVD 
U(.)Z(.)V T(*) of A(.) on [a, b] such that U(cx) = U,, X((Y) = Z,, and 
V(a) = v,. 
Proof. See [2]. 
The ASVD that interpolates a constant SVD is not necessary unique. 
However, if A(*) has only simple analytic singular values, then the ASVD of 
A(*) is uniquely determined by the condition U( CY) = U,, Z( cr) = Xa, and 
V( Ly ) = V, at a generic point cr. 
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DEFINITION 5. kt o E IF! u {w}, and let f and g be real functions. 
The function f is asymptotically equivalent to g in the neighborhood of (II, 
denoted by f(x) - g(x), x + (Y, if lim, .+ a f(x)/g(r) = 1. 
If p~[Wandif 36>O,VrE(P-S,P+6)\IPI:f(x)=O, then 
f(r) - 0, x + p. 
We say that f(x) -O,x~wif3KEIW,Vx>K:f(x)=O. 
If F(e) and G(e) are real m-by-n matrix-valued functions, then F(x) N 
G(x), x + a if fij(x) N g,,(x), x -+ (Y for i = 1,2 ,..., m and j = 
1,2, . . . , 72. 
Note that the main difference with the classic definition of asymptotic 
equivalence is that Definition 5 also allows us to say that a function is 
asymptotically equivalent to 0. 
1.3. The Max Algebra and the Extended Max Algebra 
In this section we give a short introduction to the max algebra. A 
complete overview of the max algebra can be found in [l, 41. The basic 
max-algebraic operations are defined as follows: 
a @b = max(a,b), (3) 
a@b=a+b, (4) 
where a, b E 03 U { -a}. The reason for using these symbols is that there is 
an analogy between @ and + and between o and X, as will be shown in 
Section 2. The resulting structure IL!,,,,, = (US U (-m), @ , 8 > is called the 
max algebra. Define R, = 
represented by edzf - 
R U (--03). The zero element for ~3 in R, is 
00. So Va E R 6 : a fI3 .9 = a = E G3 a. 
Let r E R. The rth max-algebraic power of a E IF4 is denoted by a@’ and 
corresponds to ra in linear algebra. If a E R then a’” = 0, and the inverse 
element of a w.r.t. @ is a@-’ = -a. There is no inverse element for E, since 
~isabsorbingfor8:Va~lR,:a8.s=~=~~a.Ifr>Othen~@~=~. 
If T- < 0 then E@’ is not defined. 
The max-algebraic operations are extended to matrices in the usual way. 
If a E R, and if A and B are m-by-n matrices with entries in R, then 
((Y Q A)ij = (Y 8 aij for i=1,2 >*.., mand j = 1,2,...,n 
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and 
( A @ B)ij = ~ij @ bij for i = 1,2,.. 
If A E [wzxP and B E Rlxn then 
(A@B)ij= &~ij@bkj for i=1,2, 
k=l 
*1 mand j = I,2 ,..., 71. 
. . * > mandj= 1,2 ,..., n. 
The matrix E, is the n-by-n max-algebraic identity matrix: 
( En)ii = O for i = 1,2 ,..., n, 
(E,)ij = E for i=I,2 ,..., nandj=I,2 ,..., nwithi#j. 
The m-by-n max-algebraic zero matrix is represented by Z?,,,, ,,: (Z?mx,,>ij = E 
for all i, j. The off-diagonal entries of a max-algebraic diagonal matrix 
D E RrX” are equal to E: dij = E for all i, j with i #j. 
In contrast to linear algebra, there exist no inverse elements w.r.t. @ in 
[w,: if a E [w, then there does not exist an element b E R, such that 
a @ b = E = b CB a, except when a = E. To overcome this problem we need 
the extended max algebra Sm,, [l, 9, 131, which is a kind of symmetrization 
of the max algebra. This can be compared with the extension of N to Z. In 
Section 2 we shall indeed show that [w,,, corresponds to ([w+, X , +) and 
that S,,,,x corresponds to ([w, X , +>. However, since the @ operation is 
idempotent, i.e., Va E R, : a @ a = a, we cannot use the classical sym- 
metrization technique, since every idempotent group reduces to a trivial 
group [l, 131. Nevertheless, it is possible to adapt the method of the 
construction of Z from kJ to obtain “balancing elements rather than inverse 
elements. 
We shall restrict ourselves to a short introduction to the most important 
features of S,,, , which is based on [l, 131. First we introduce the “algebra of 
pairs.” We consider the set of pairs rW2 with the following laws: 
(a, b) CB (c, d) = (u 61 c, b CB d), 
(u, b) Q (c, d) = ( u@c@b@d,a@d@b@c), 
where (a, b), (c, d) E IL!: and where the operations @ and o on the 
right-hand sides correspond to maximization and addition as defined in (3) 
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and (4). The reason for also using @ and Q on the left-hand sides is that they 
correspond to @ an d Q as defined in R,, as we shall see later on. It is easy 
to verify that in [w 3 the @ law is associative, commutative, and idempotent, 
and its zero element is (E, E); the 8 law is associative and its unit element is 
(0, E); and 8 is distributive w.r.t. @. The structure (Wz, @ , 8 ) is called the 
algebra of pairs. 
If x = (a, b) E Rz, then we define the operator 8 as 8x = (b, a), the 
max-absolute value I x I e = a CB b, and the balance operator as X* = x @ ( 8 x) 
= ([xl@, 1~1~). We have Vx, y E Rz: 
x* = (0x)’ = (X*)*, 
e(ex) =x, 
The last three properties allow us to write x 8 y instead of x @I ( 8 y). So the 
e operator in the algebra of pairs could be considered as the equivalent of 
the minus operator in linear algebra (see also Section 2). 
In linear algebra we have Vx E [w : x - x = 0, but in the algebra of pairs 
we have Vx E rW2 : x 8 x = X’ z (E, E) unless x = (E, E), the zero element 
for @ in LR:. Therefore, we introduce a new relation, the balance relation, 
represented by v . 
DEFINITION 6. Consider x = (a, b), y = (c, d) E lR$ We say that x 
balances y, denoted by x v y, if a @ d = b CB c. 
Since Vx E lL!z : x 8 x = X* = (1x1@, Ix~,)v(E, E), we could say that the 
balance relation in the algebra of pairs is the counterpart of the equality 
relation in linear algebra. The balance relation is reflexive and symmetric, but 
it is not transitive, since e.g. (2,l) v (2,3) and (2,2) v (1,2) but (2, 1) $ (1,2). 
Hence, the balance relation is not an equivalence relation, and we cannot use 
it to define the quotient set of lR2 by v (as opposed to linear algebra, where 
N2/ = yields Z). Therefore, we introduce another relation 9 that is closely 
related to the balance relation v and that is defined as follows: 
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with (a, b),(c, d) E If%:. Note that if x E rWf then x 8 x = ([xl,, lx1,>.$’ 
(E, E) unless x = (E, E). It is easy to verify that the relation L&’ is an 
equivalence relation that is compatible with the @ and @ laws defined in R:, 
with the balance relation v , and with the 8, I * I8 and (e)’ operators. We can 
distinguish three kinds of equivalence classes generated by 9: 
(6 --03) = ((a, x)lx < 4 called max-positive; 
(-m,u> = ((v)Ix <a}, called max-negative; 
called balanced. 
The class (E, .s) is called the zero class. 
Now we define the quotient set s = ([we)/%‘. The resulting structure 
s,,,,, = (s, @ , Q ) is called the extended max algebra. By associating 
(u, -m) with a E R,, we can identify R, with the set of max-positive or 
zero classes, denoted by s@. The set of max-negative or zero classes { 8u 1 a 
E Se} will be denoted by se, and the set of balanced classes {a* I u E Se} 
by so. This yields the decomposition .5 = .!3@ U Se U $5.. The max-positive 
and max-negative elements and the zero element are called signed (55 ” = se 
U Se). Note that S’C~ sefl s’ = ((8, c)} and E = e.s = E*. 
This notation allows us to write e.g. 2 @ ( 8 4) instead of (2, - 00) 
@ (-~,4). Since (2, --to) @ (-~,4)= (2,4)= (-03,4), we have 2 @ 
(84) = 84. In general, if x, y E R, then 
xe(ey)=x if x>y, (5) 
me= ey if x<y, (6) 
x a3 (ex) =x*. (7) 
Now we give some extra properties of balances that will be used in the 
next sections. We shall explicitly prove two of these properties to illustrate 
how the other properties of this section can be proved. 
An element with a 8 sign can be transferred to the other side of a 
balance as follows: 
PROPOSITIONS. Vu,b,c~S:u~cvbifundonlyifuvbbc. 
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Proof. Let (a’, u”), (b’, b”), and ( c’, c”) E lRi belong to the equivalence 
classes that correspond to a, b, and c respectively. We have 
(d, a”) 8 (c’, c”) v (b’, b”) 
- (u’,u”) @ (c”,c’)v(b’,b”) 
-(u’cac”,a”@c’)v(b’,b”) 
= (d CB c”) 8 b” = (u” @c’) @ b’ (byDefinition6) 
a d CB (b” 8 c”) = d’ CB (b’ @ c’) 
(since CB is associative and commutative in R,) 
a (a’, a”) v (b’ e c’, b” CB c”) (by Definition 6) 
= (a’,u”)v(b’,b”) e (c’,c”). 
Hence,a8cVbifandonlyifavb@c. n 
If both sides of a balance are signed, we can replace the balance by an 
equality: 
PROPOSITION 8. Va,b E S” :avb -a =b. 
Proof. Let (u’, a”) and (b’, b”) E IRK belong to the equivalence classes 
that correspond to a and b respectively. If a v b then 
a’ @ b” = a” CB b’. (8) 
If(a’, a”) = (E, E), then (8) can only hold if b’ = b”. Since b is signed, this is 
only possible if b’ = b” = E and thus (a’, d’) = (b’, b”). Hence, u = b. 
If (a’, a”) z (E, E), then either u’ < u” or a’ > a”, since a is signed. First 
we assume that a’ < u” and thus d’ # E. Equation (8) then leads to 
b” = d’ $ b’ , (9) 
and since d’ z E, we have b” z E. Since b is signed, this means that b’ < b”. 
So (9) can only hold if b” = u”. Hence, (a’, u”) E (8, d’) and (b’,b”) 
- - 
E ( E, b”) = ( 6, d’), and this results in a = b. 
If a’ > u” then analogous reasoning also leads to the conclusion that 
a = b. n 
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Let a E S. The max-positive part a@ and the max-negative part ae of a 
are defined as follows: 
if a E !5’ then a@= a and ae= E, 
if a E se then a*= E and ue= @a, 
if a E !!5’ then 3b E R, such that a = b’, and then a@= a’= b. 
So a = a’8 ue and U’,U~E [w,. Note that a decomposition of the form 
a = (Y 8 p with (Y, p E [w, is unique if it is required that either (Y z E and 
/3 = E; CY = E and P # E; or LY = P. Hence, the decomposition a = a@8 ae 
is unique. We also have lu18= a@‘@ ae. 
Now we can reformulate Definition 6 as follows: 
PROPOSITION 9. Va,bES:aVbifam@be@b@. 
The balance relation is extended to matrices in the usual way: if A, B E 
smx”, then A v B if aij v bij for i = 1,. .., m and j = 1,. . ., n. Proposi- 
tions 7 and 8 can now be extended to the matrix case as follows: 
PROPOSITION 10. VA, B, C E smXn : A 0 C v B if and only if A v B 
@C. 
PROPOSITION 11. Vu, B E (s V)mXn : A v B * A = B. 
We conclude this section with a few extra examples to illustrate the 
concepts defined above and their properties. 
EXAMPLE 12. By Proposition 9 we have 3 04', since 3@ = 3, 3e = 
~,(4~)“=(4*)~=4,and3@4=4=~@4. 
EXAMPLE 13. Consider the balance 
x @ 403. (IO) 
Using Proposition 7, this balance can be rewritten as x v 3 8 4 or x v e 4, 
since384= 84by(6). 
If we want a signed solution, the latter balance becomes an equality by 
Proposition 8. This yields x = 84. 
The balanced solutions are of the form x: = to with t E [w,. We have 
t* v e 4, or equivalently t CB 4 = t, if and only if t 2 4. 
So the solution set of the balance (10) is given by { e4} U {t’ 1 t E R,, 
t > 4). 
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The max-algebraic norm of a vector u E s” is defined 
The max-algebraic norm of a matrix A E smx ” is defined as 
Note that the max-algebraic vector norm corresponds to the p-norms in 
linear algebra, since 
@I/P 
for every vector a E sn. 
The max-algebraic matrix norm corresponds to both the Frobenius norm and 
the p-norms, since we have for every matrix A E smxn 
@l/2 
and also 11 AlI@ = max 
OIT. 
,,r,,~=OllA 8 ~11~ by taking x E s” equal to [O 0 **a 
2. A LINK BETWEEN THE FIELD OF THE REAL NUMBERS 
AND THE EXTENDED MAX ALGEBRA 
Consider the following correspondences for x, y, z E [w,: 
x @ y = z c, exs + eYp - ezs, s + 00, 
x @ y =x c, eXS.eYS = e= for all s E [w. 
We shall extend this link between ([W+, + , X ) and R,,, that was already 
used in [Id]-and under a slightly different form in [5]-to s,,,. First we 
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define the following mapping for x E R,: 
s( X, s) = pexs, 
*0X, s) = -pexs, 
qx*, s) = vex’, 
where p is an arbitrary positive real number or parameter, v is an arbitrary 
real number or parameter different from 0, and s is a real parameter. Note 
that NE, s) = 0. 
To reverse the mapping we have to take 
lim ~%~~~~ s)I 
s+m S 
and adapt the max-sign according to the sign of the coefficient of the 
exponential. So if f . 1s a real function, if x E R,, and if /_L is a positive real 
number or if /_L is a parameter that can only take on positive real values, then 
we have 
f(s)-wxS, s -+ m eqf(-)) = x, 
f(s) - - pexs, s + crz =a(f(.)) = 8x, 
where B? is the reverse mapping of AK If v is a parameter that can take on 
both positive and negative real values, then we have 
f(s) - vex’, s + m =Gqf(-)) = ix*. 
Note that if the coefficient of exs is a number, then the reverse mapping 
always yields a signed result. 
Now we have for a, b, c E S: 
a@b=c + s(a,s) +qb,s) -_~(c,s>, s + 00, (11) 
@a,~) +@b,s) -qc,s>, s-am + aebvc, (12) 
a@b=c e qa,s)*9(b,s) =F(c,s) forall s E R (13) 
for an appropriate choice of the p’s and v’s in SC, s> in (11) and in (13) 
from the left to the right. The balance in (12) results from the fact that we 
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can have cancellation of equal terms with opposite sign in (R, +, X 1, 
whereas this is in general not possible in the extended max algebra, since 
Vu E S \ {E) : a 8 a # E. So we have the following correspondences: 
We extend this mapping to matrices such that if A E SmX” then A(*) = 
9(A, * ) is a real m-by-n matrix-valued function with Zii(s) = 9(ajj, s) for 
some choice of the p’s and V’S. Note that the mapping is performed 
entrywise-it is not a matrix exponential! The reverse mapping 9 is ex- 
tended to matrices in a similar way: if A(*> is a real matrix-valued function, 
then (sS’(A(*)))~~ =9(Gij(.)) for i, j. If A, B, and C are matrices with 
entries in S, we have 
A@B=C + .9-(&s) +Y(B,s) -qC,s), s --+a, (14) 
F(A,s) +.F(B,s) -.F(C,s), s-m --f A@Z?vC, (15) 
A@B=C + F(A,s).fiB,s) -flC,s), s +m, (16) 
F(A,s).F(B,s)~~C,s), s-00 + A@BvC (17) 
for an appropriate choice of the p’s and V’S in SC, s) in (14) and (16). 
EXAMPLE 15. Let 
A=[; i,] and B=[12 ~1. 
Hence, 
In general we have 
flA,s) = 
vies Pl 
1 
p4e2s 
p2e2’ -p3e3’ ’ 1 p6es ’ 
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-P7e 
2s 
Y(A @ B,s) = 
u2e3’ 
pse5’ v3e4’ 
with pi > 0 and vi E R,. SO 
If we take 
then fi A, s) *flB, s> N .T%A @ B, ~1, s + m. 
If we take all the pi’s and v, equal to I, we get 
The reverse mapping then results in 
c =sqC(-)) = [ ;2 ;I. 
and we see that A 8 B v C. 
Taking pi = i for i = 1,2,. . . ,6 and v1 = - 1 leads to 
The reverse mapping now results in 
D =“(D(.)) = [ ;” e,;]: 
and again we have A @ B v D. 
We can extend the link between (R, +, x ) and Sm,, even further by 
introducing the “max-complex” numbers. First we define % such that x 8 x 
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= 80.ThisyieldsT={a@b@%k a, b E S}, the set of the max-complex 
numbers. The set Z+ c T is the subset of the max-real numbers, and Iw, c Z% 
c U is the subset of the max-positive max-real numbers. Using a method that 
is analogous to the method used to construct C from [w, we get the following 
calculation rules: 
where a, b, c, and D E S. This results in the structure U,,,, = (U, @ , @ >. 
If a, b E S and if f and g are real functions that are asymptotically 
equivalent to an exponential in the neighborhood of 03, we define 
9-(u @b @z;) =F(u;) +9-(b;)i, 
where i is the imaginary unit (i” = - 1). This leads to the following corre- 
spondence: 
(C +, x> - (U, fB , 8) = urn,,. 
We shall not further elaborate this correspondence between the field of 
complex numbers and U,,,,,, since it will not be needed in the remainder of 
this paper. 
3. THE SINGULAR-VALUE DECOMPOSITION IN THE 
EXTENDED MAX ALGEBRA 
We shall now use the mapping from ([w, +, X > to s,,,,, and the reverse 
mapping to prove the existence of a kind of singular-value decomposition in 
s max. But first we need some extra properties. 
PROPOSITION 16. Every function f that is analytic in 0 is asymptotically 
equivalent to a power function in the neighborhood of 0: 3a E R, 3k E N 
such thutf(x) N axk, x + 0. 
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Proof. If f is analyt ic in 0, then there exists a neighborhood ( - 5, t ) of 
0 where f can be written as a convergent Taylor series 
f(x) = c qxi for all r E C-67 6). 
i=O 
Furthermore, this Taylor series converges absolutely in (- 5, c>, and it 
converges uniformly to f in every interval [-p, p] with 0 < p < 5. 
First we consider the case where all the coefficients cri are equal to 0. 
Then Vu E (- t, 4) : f(x) = 0 and thus f(x) - 0, x + 0 by Definition 5. 
Now we assume that at least one coefficient cri is different from 0. let ok 
be the first coefficient that is different from 0. Then we can rewrite f(x) as 
f(x) = ffkXk 1 + E f&-k 
i=k+l ak 
= (Ykxk[l + p(r)] 
with p(x) = c;=l~jxj, where ‘yj = ffj+k/ak E [w. Let p be a real number 
such that 0 < p < 5. Since the Taylor series of f converges uniformly in 
L-p, ~1, the series X7= ryjxj also converges uniformly in [-p, p]. Therefore, 
where we have used the fact that the summation and the limit can be 
interchanged because the series Cy= r-y, xj converges uniformly in [ - p, p]. 
This leads to 
lim ffl = 
X-0 ffkx k 
and thus f(x) - (Ykxk, x ---f 0, where ak E R and k E N. W 
PROPOSITION 17. Let A, B E Rmx” and let r = min(m, n). Then 
lq( A) - uj(B)I < IIA - BIIF for i=1,2 ) . . . ,  r, 
where ui( A) is the ith singular value of A and ui( B) is the ith singular value 
ofB. 
Proof. See e.g. [ll] or [12]. n 
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LEMMA 18 (Selection principle for orthogonal matrices). Let {Ui]TE,, 
with q E R”‘” be a given sequence of orthogonal matrices. Then there exists 
a subsequence <U,,}~=“=, such that all of the entries of U,, converge (as 
sequences of real numbers) to the entries of an orthogonal matrix U as i goes 
to 00. 
Proof. See e.g. [ 121. W 
LEMMA 19. Consider CY, p E R with 0 < (Y < /3. Let K be an arbitrary 
real number with K > l/a. Then Vs E R such that s > K : 0 Q emas - 
e-B~ < e-aK _ e-BK_ 
Proof. If CY = p, then the proof is trivial. So from now on we assume 
that (Y < p. If we define a real function f such that f(s) = eeas - em@, 
then f’(s) = - oe-“’ + peep”. The zero off’ is given by 
P ,(B-a)s* = - or s*= log( P/(Y) 
ff’ p-cu * 
Note that s* > 0, since p > CY. 
We have f’(0) = p - CY > 0 and 
f’(zs*) = _(~e-~~~* + pe-Pzs* 
= -ffe -llS*e-aS* + pe-w 
= _pe-BS*e-as* + pe-Bzs* (since (yeeas* = peeps*) 
< 0. 
since CY < p and s* > 0 lead to - (YS* > -&s* and thus eeas* > e-B’*. 
The function f’ has only one zero and is defined and continuous on R. 
Hence, 
Vs <s* :f’(s) > 0 and Vs > s* :f’(s) < 0. 
SO f reaches a maximum for s = s* and f is decreasing for s > s*. 
Furthermore, lim s ~ J(s) = 0. H ence,if Kas* thenVs>K:O,<f(s)< 
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f(K). Since Vs > 0: log(s) < s - 1, we have 
s* _ lad P/a> ~ (P/a> - 1 1 
P-ff p-a =,- 
SoifK>l/cr,thenalsoK>s*andthusVs>K:Ogf(s)<f(K). w 
Now we come to the main theorem of this paper: 
THEOREM 20 (Existence of the singular value decomposition in sm,,>. 
Let A E SmXn and let r = min(m, n). Then there exist a mux-algebraic 
diagonal matrix X E [WFXn and matrices U E (S”)mXm and V E (S”)nX” 
such that 
AvU@~@VT (18) 
with 
UT @ U v E,,, 
VT @ V v E,,, 
and IIAll~> crl z u2 2 ... > CT~ > E, where ai = (C)ii. 
Every decomposition of the form (18) that satisfies the above conditions is 
called a m.ax-algebraic singular-value decomposition of A. 
Proof. If A E smXn has entries that are not signed, we can always 
define a signed m-by-n matrix A such that 
,? aij if aij is signed, 
aij = 
a,; if aij is not signed. 
Since Vi, j: lGijle= laijld, we have ll411,= Il~ll@. Furthermore, Va,b E 
S:avb =+a* v b, which means that A v U 8 2 8 VT would imply A v U 
8 C Q VT. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove this theorems for signed 
matrices A. 
So from now on we assume that A is signed. First we define c = II AlI@ = 
m~i,j(laijleI. 
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If c = E then A = 2F’,,,X,. If we take U = E,, C = cY,,,~,,, and V = E,, 
then we have A = U @ 2 8 VT, UT 8 U = E,, VT @ V = E,, and cri = 
o2 = *** = ur = E = IIAll@. So U 8 C Q VT is a max-algebraic SVD of A. 
From now on we assume that c z E. If we define a matrix-valued 
function A(-> =9’(A, s), then Zij(s> = yijec*~’ with ‘yij E R, and cij = 
laijle E R,. Now we define a matrix-valued function Z%*) such that Z%s) = 
e?‘A(s). The entries of 6(s) can then be written as Jij(s) = 6ije-d*~s with 
aij = yij and d,, = c - cij > 0 if cijfE, 
aij = 0 and dij = 0 if cij=.s. 
Hence, Sij, dij E R and dij > 0 for all i,j. 
Let Z c R. Then $((s)$(s)G~( ) s is a (constant) SVD of $3) for each 
s E Z if %nd only if U(s)Ws)cT(s) with .\fr(s) = e?‘%(s) is a (constant) 
SVD of D(s) for each s E I. 
Now we have to distinguish between two different situations, depending 
on whether or not all the dij’s are rational. 
Case 1: AZZ the d,,‘s are rational. Then there exists a positive rational 
number /3 such that 
Vi,j:3nij E Nsuchthat d,, =nijP. (1% 
Now we apply the substitution z = e -ss. So z + O+ if s + 00. We define a 
real m-by-n matrix-yalued function Z!?(e) such that Jij(z) = aij~“s~ for all 
i, j. The entries of D(e) are analytic in R, and by Theorem 3 there exists an 
ASVD of D(a) on R. 
Consider an arbitrary ASVD t?<*)@(*)?‘(.) of 6(o). The singular values 
and the entries of the singular vectors of this ASVD are analytic in z = 0. Let 
I$~(*) = ($(*))ii. The &(*)’ s are asymptotically equivalent to a power function 
in the neighborhood of 0 by Proposition 16. So there exists a neighborhood 
( - 6, 5) of 0 that except for 0 itself contains no zeros of the analytic singular 
values that are not identically zero. Hence, th_ere exists a real number n with 
0 < n < ,$ such that 7~ is a generic point of D(o). Note that n depends on P. 
Now we define D, = D(v) and we consider an SVD U,,\Er,V,T of D,,. By 
Theorem 4*we know that there exists anAASVD fi(*)@(*)~T(*) of Z?(e) on R 
such that U(n) = U,,, W(q) = q7, and V(n) = V,,. Since the singular values 
%f D(T) = D,, are ordered and positive and since the analytic singular values 
ei(.) are asymptotically equivalent to a power function, the analytic singular 
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values are also ordered and positive in some interval 10, 5) with 0 < 5 < 5. 
Therefore, I?( a)@( z)$ T( z) corresponds to an SVD of fi( z) for each z E 
LO, c ). 
Now we replace z by e -0’. We define three matrix-valued function G(e), 
e(e), and G’(n) such that U(s) = c(e-P”) ‘8’(s) = @(e-B”), and G(s) = 
$(e-fis). Since C(s) = $e-s”) and since h(e), G’(e), O(a), and the function 
defined by z = e-s’ are analytic in lR$ and since an analytic function of an 
analytic function is also analytic, fi(*)q(*)q r(a) is an ASVD of fi(*) on [w. 
Let K be a real number such that K > -(log 5 )/p. Since 0 < z < l 
corresponds to e-PS < 5, or - /%s < log 5, or s > -(log 5 )/p, the analytic 
singular values I,$(*) are ordered and positive on [K, a). Hence, 
$‘(s)*(s)Gr(s) corresponds to a (c?nstant) SVD of c(s) forpach s ELK, m). 
Since the diagonal entries of Yr(*) and the entries of U(e) and V(m) are 
asymptotically equivalent to a power function in the neighborhood of 0 by 
Proposition 16, we have 
Cij( s) N uij,l,,e-lvBs, s - m, (21) 
Cij( s) - vij, m,,epm~jPs, .S+m (22) 
for some ki, lij, mij E N. If I,!J~, k, = 0, then we set I,$~, equal to 1 and ki 
equal to 03 (so that - ki P becomes E). If we also refine I,,, u+ mij, and 
V. ‘.mi, in an analogous way, then we can say that all the analytic singular values 
and all the entries of the analytic singular vectors are asymptotically equiva- 
lent to an exponential of the form (yens with (Y E R, and a E R, in the 
neighborhood of 03. The r_edefined exponents satisfy - k, /3 > - k, p > *** 
> -k, /iI > E, since the &(*)‘s are ordered in [K, m). 
SO if all the entries of D are rational, then we have proved that there 
exists a real number K and an ASVD of D(e) that corresponds to a constant 
SVD for each s E [K, M) and for which the singular values and the entries of 
the singular vectors are asymptotically equivalent to an exponential in the 
neighborhood of m. 
Case 2: Not all the dij’s are rational. In general it is now no longer 
possible to find a positive real number P such that (19) holds. Since a real 
function f defined by f(z) = z r is only analytic in a neighborhood of 0 if 
r E N, this means that we cannot use the same reasoning as for the rational 
case. Therefore, we construct a sequence of m-by-n matrices Qk and a 
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corresponding sequence of matrix-valued functions Fk(*) such that 
(Qk)ij E Q, (23) 
(Qk)ij 2 dij if dij > 0, (24) 
(Qk)ij = 0 if dij = 0, (25) 
( Fk( s))~~ = 8ije-(~t)~js, (27) 
and 
Fk(.) hasthesamegenericrankas @*),viz. Fk(s),and 
C(s) have the same rank for almost all values of s. 
(28) 
Note that lim s+mFk(~) = lim s + ma(s) by (24), (25), and (27). From the first 
part of this proof we know that for each Fk(.) there exists a real number K, 
and an ASVD Uk(*)9k(*)Vkr(*) that corresponds to a (constant) SVD of Fk(s) 
for each s E [K,, CO>. 
First we prove that the sequence of functions {F,(*))~=, converges 
uniformly to D(o) in some interval [L, m). 
If we define L = maxi, .{l/djjIdij # 01, then L E R. If we take (24) and 
(25) into account, then we h ave 
Vk E N,Vs >, L:IIFk(s) - fi(s)llp < IIFk(L) - i$L)IIp (2% 
by Lemma 19. Furthermore, the sequence (Fk( L)}T=, converges to 6,< L), 
i.e. 
W > 0,3M E IV such that 
If we combine this with (291, we get 
W > 0,3 M 6 N such that 
Vk E N with k a M : Vs a L : 11 Fk( s) - fi( s) IIF < 6, 
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which means that the sequence {Fk(*)}~=O converges uniformly to I%*) in 
[L, a). This also means that 
V6 > 0,3M E N such that Vk, 1 E N with k, 1 > M, 
Vs z L: IIF&) - Fl(s)lt~ < 6. (30) 
NOW we show that there exists a subsequence {~~p(*))~=a of the sequence 
{‘4’~(*)}~=0 that also converges uniformly in some interval [P, ~1. We already 
know that the functions (9k(*))ii are positive and ordered in some interval 
1 K,, CO). Note that all the F,(*)‘s and D(e) have the same number of singular 
values that are identically zero, since they all have the same generic rank. 
Proposition 17 gives us an upper bound for the change in the singular values 
if the entries of a matrix are perturbed. So if we take a fKed value of s, then 
the differences between the (constant) singular values of Fk(s) and F,(s) 
become smaller and smaller as k and I become larger. Furthermore, the 
(constant) singular values of a matrix are unique, and the analytic singular 
values in s are equal to the (constant) singular values up to the ordering and 
the signs. Since there are only a finite number of possible permutations 
and sign changes, we can always construct a subsequence of ASVDs 
{U~p(.)~~p<.)V,Tp(.)}~= r for which the differences between the corresponding 
entries of qkp(*> and qk4(*> become smaller and smaller as p and 4 become 
larger. This also means that the difference between K, and K, becomes P 4 
smaller and smaller as p and 4 become larger and that the sequence 
( Kk,)F= r will have a finite limit K,. Let P = max( L, K,). 
Since each ‘l!k (s) corresponds to a constant SVD for a fixed value of 
s E [ P, a), we ha& 
vp, 4 l N: I(%,cs))ii - (%k,(s))jjl G IIFk,(s) - Fk,(S)lIF 
for i = 1,2,. . . , r by Proposition 17. If we combine this with (3O), we can 
conclude that the sequence {Yrk (.))F=, converges uniformly to a matrix-val- 
ued function @(a> on [P, m). Since the functions qk (0) are continuous on 
[P, w), this means that q(e) is also continuous on [P, k). Furthermore, since 
the analytic singular values ( qk$.))ii are positive, ordered, and asymptotically 
equivalent to an exponential in the neighborhood of m, the diagonal entries of 
Yr(*) are also positive, ordered, and asymptotically equivalent to an exponen- 
tial in the neighborhood of m. 
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Now we consider the singular vectors. Unfortunately, for the singular 
vectors there does not exist a perturbation property similar to that of 
Proposition 17, since if there are multiple singular values a small perturbation 
of the entries of the matrix may cause radical changes in the singular vectors 
(12, 151. 
Therefore, we first use the selection principle of Lemma 18 to construct a 
subsequence {ULJ~*>}~=, of (Uk6*)}F=a and a subsequence (V,~(*)}~=, of 
(Vk,<~>)~=O such that both (U,p(K>}~=O and (Vlp(K)}F=O converge to an 
orthogonal matrix for some real number K > P. Consider two arbitrary 
indices I, and I,. If K is large enough, then the difference between two 
corresponding entries of U, (*) and U, (-1 either grows or diminishes monoton- 
ically on [ K, m), since these entries are asymptotically equivalent to an 
exponential in the neighborhood of 
and V, (*I. 
00. This also holds for the entries of V[6.> 
N&J we select a new subsequence of (U, (*)}F=, and (V, (.))~=, such that 
the absolute values of the differences betwee; corresponding entries diminish 
monotonically on [ K, a). This can be done by applying the selection principle 
again, first to the sequence (U, ,(Q>}F= a and then to the corresponding 
subsequence of (V,,{Q))L=, with Q s K. Let the resulting new subsequences 
be 
given by IU,,,,~~N~=o and (V,,, (.I); = (). Then we have I’ 
Vs > K,Vp,q E N,Vi,j: 
and 
Analogous expressions hold for the entries of V,,,$*) and V_{.>. 
So the sequence (U,,, (.))~=, converges uniformly to a matrix-valued 
function 6<.> in [K, m). Therefore, fic.1 is continuous in 1 K, M), and its 
entries are also asymptotically equivalent to an exponential in the neighbor- 
hood of m. Furthermore, 6(s) is orthogonal for each s E [ K, m). This also 
holds for V(*) = lim r, - J?,L,‘.‘. 
Hence, 6(*>@<.>V’<*> is a continuous SVD of o<.> on [K, m> for which 
the singular values and the entries of the singular vectors are asymptotically 
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equivalent to an exponential in the neighborhood of CQ. Note that we have not 
proved that C(*)@(e)? r(e) is an analytic SVD of a(*), since this is not 
necessary for the remainder of the proof. 
This concludes case 2. 
Now we define a matrix-valued function %<o> such that z(s) = e”@(s). 
Then ~(s>~<s>~r(s) is a constant SVD of A(s) for each s E [K, w>: 
A(s) = ti(S)%(S)G’T(S), (31) 
ti’(s)ti(s) = I,“, 
VT(S)qs) = I,, 
and the entries of t.?(e), e(e) and I$.) are asymptotically equivalent to an 
exponential in the neighborhood of 00. Furthermore, the singular values 
~?~(*)‘1”(5(*>)~~ are positive, and their dominant exponents are ordered. 
Now we use the reverse mapping 9 to obtain a max-algebraic SVD of A. 
Since we have used numbers instead of parameters for the coefficients of the 
exponent& in 9’( A, . ), the coefficients of the exponent& in the singular 
values and the entries of the singular vectors are also numbers. Therefore, the 
reverse mapping will only yield signed results. 
If we define 
2 =‘%Q(*)), u =.a(ri(*)), v =s%qq)), 
and 
then C is a max-algebraic diagonal matrix, since its off-diagonal entries are 
equal to E, and U and V have signed entries. Furthermore, (31)-(33) result 
in 
VT 8 V v E,. 
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We have lIA(s)llr N ye”, s + CO with r_ > 0, since c_ = II AlI@ is the largest 
exponent that appears in the entries of A(*). So MII A(*>ll~> = c = II All@. By 
(1) we have 
+qs)ll F < IIA(s)ll, G II+)llF for all s E R. 
fl 
Since 6r( s) = II A(s>II, for S 2 K and since the mapping 9 preserves the 
order, this leads to II AlI@ < u1 < II AlI@ and consequently 
(+i = lIAll~+. (34) 
The singular values Gi(*) are positive and ordered in [K, ~1. Hence, oi E R, 
for i = 1,2,. . . , r and (+r 2 us > *a* > a; > E. n 
PROPOSITION 21. Let A E smX”. There always exists a mux-algebraic 
SVD U 8 Z 8 VT of A for which u1 = IIAll.+ 
Proof. This was already prove in the proof of Theorem 20 [cf. Equation 
(34)l. n 
If A E smX” and if U 61 2 8 VT is a max-algebraic SVD of A, then U 
is a signed square m-by-m matrix that satisfies UT 8 U v E,. We shall now 
prove some properties of this kind of matrices. 
PROPOSITION 22. Consider U E (~v>mxm. If UT 8 U v E,, then we 
have IIuilJe= 0 for i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
Proof. SinceUT Q UV E,,wehave(UT 8 U)iivOfori = 1,2,...,m. 
Hence, 
;;, UFiZ vo for i = 1,2 ,..., m. (35) 
k=l 
We have 
n ‘ui”“’ z ‘1 = .z 103 0 = @jlSnll u! synsal s!q~ pue 
‘tu ‘*..‘ Z‘T=! JO3 0 = (Yfl@ ~fi)g 
ul 
01 $uaIe+nba 
(9c) 
.m ‘. . . ‘z ‘1 = z 
Jo3 0 = J’e’?l @,r&? 
u1 
03 spaal sry$ 8 uog!sodoxd 
Xg *pat&$ a.w (SC) aweleq aq3 30 sap!s yoq ayq sueatu q3!q~ ‘pat&s 
os[E s! z !zr2 0s ‘3 = !zn Jo 3 = !,ft sny$ puv pa+ a.w fl 30 sau)ua ay aDu!s 
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So only permuted max-algebraic diagonal matrices with entries in R, 
have a max-algebraic SVD with entries in R,. This could be compared with 
the class of real matrices in linear algebra that have an SVD with only 
nonnegative entries: using analogous reasoning, one can prove that this class 
is the set of real permuted diagonal matrices. Furthermore, it is obvious that 
each SVD in R,,, is also an SVD in s,,,,X. 
From Theorem 20 we know that the max-algebraic singular values of a 
matrix A are bounded from above, since the largest max-algebraic singular 
value u1 is less than or equal to 11 AlI+ Furth ermore, by Proposition 21 there 
always exists a max-algebraic SVD for which (+r is equal to this upper bound. 
The following proposition tells us when the upper bound for or is tight for 
all the max-Algebraic SVDs of A: 
PROPOSITION 24. Consider A E smx “. Zf there is at least one signed 
entry in A that is equal to 11 AlI B in mm-absolute value, then m1 = II AlI@ for 
every max-algebraic SVD of A. 
Proof Consider an arbitrary max-algebraic SVD of A: A v U @ C 8 VT. 
If we extract the max-positive an the max-negative part of each matrix, we get 
A@0 Ae v(U@e Ue) 8 I: 8 (V’e Ve)r. 
Using Proposition 10, this balance can be rewritten as 
v Ae@ U@ca Ii 8 (V@)' CB Ue@ C Q (Ve)‘. (37) 
Both sides of this balance are signed, and by Proposition 11 we can replace 
the balance by an equality. Let r = min(m, n>, and let spy be the signed 
entry of A for which lap41e= IIAll@. If we select the equality that corre- 
sponds to the pth row and the qth column of (37), we get 
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First we assume that apq E Y%* and consequently a& = E. The entries of 
U and V are less than or equal to 0 in max-absolute value by Corollary 23. 
Hence, 
Upk> ’ u;k, v;k, v)qB < 0 for k=1,2 ,..., m, (39) 
and thus 
for k = 1,2,. . . , m. So the left-hand side of (38) is equal to a& = ]]A]]@, 
which means that there has to exist an index 1 such that 
Because of (39) this is only possible if u, > a;(! = I( A](@. Since ]I A(]@ 2 ur > 
a,, this means that u1 = a, = 11~11~. 
If a,, q E se, analogous reasoning also leads to u1 = I] A]],. W 
Note that the condition of Proposition 24 is always satisfied if all the 
entries of the matrix A are signed. For a matrix A that does not satisfy the 
condition of Proposition 24, it is indeed possible that there exists a max-alge- 
braic SVD for which the largest singular value is less than II A]]@, as is shown 
by the following example: 
EXAMPLE 25. Consider A = [O*]. Then 0 @ u 8 0 is a max-algebraic 
SVDofAforeveryu~R,withu<O=~]A~],,sinceO8u@O=u~O* 
if u < 0. 
So, in contrast to the singular values in linear algebra, the max-algebraic 
singular values are not always unique. This leads to the definition of a 
maximal max-algebraic SVD, where we take all the singular values as large as 
possible, and a minimal max-algebraic SVD, where we take all the singular 
values as small as possible. The maximal max-algebraic SVD of the matrix A 
of Example 25 is given by 0 @ 0 @ 0, and the minimal max-algebraic SVD is 
given by 0 @ E Q 0. 
PROPOSITION 26. Let A E s”rX *. Zf U 63 z,,x 8 VT is a maximal mux- 
algebraic SVD of A, then u,,,,, I ef(Tm.x),i = IIAlle. 
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Proof. The definition of the max-algebraic SVD yields an upper bound 
for %,X 1: %ax 1 
is tight. ’ ’ 
< 11 All@; and Proposition 21 tells us that this upper bound 
n 
For more information on the max-algebraic SVD, extra properties, and 
possible extensions the interested reader is referred to 16, 71. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE MAX-ALGEBRAIC SVD 
The decomposition A v U 8 Z Q VT can also be written as 
Av &8ui@v,r, 
i=l 
(40) 
where ui is the ith column of U and vi is the ith column of V. 
It is possible that some terms of the right-hand side of (40) might be 
neglected because they are smaller than the other terms. This allows us to 
define a rank based on the max-algebraic SVD: 
DEFINITION 27. Let A E $5’nX”. The max-algebraic SVD rank of A is 
defined as 
P 
rank 8,SvD( A) = min A v @ ai 8 ui 8 o,T, 
i=l 
U 8 2 Q VT is a max-algebraic SVD of A , 
1 
where ui is the ith column of U, vi is the ith column of V, and @ ,?= 1 ai 8 ui 
Q v,r is equal to gmx,, by definition. 
Let A E smxn and let pA = rank, SVD( A). If U 8 ): 8 VT is a max-al- 
gebraic SVD of A for which A v eiel q Q ui 8 VT, we can set rq with 
i > PA equal to .e, since the corresponding terms can be neglected. So 
rank @,sv,,( A) is equal to the minimal number of non-& singular value. 
However, 0’ v E, and thus rank.. svo( A) = 0 by Definition 27, which indeed 
corresponds to the minimal number of non-& singular values in the minimal 
max-algebraic SVDs of A. This also explains why we have used the condition 
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u1 < IIAll@ instead o o1 = 11 AlI@ in Theorem 20: the latter condition would 
imply that the matrix A of Example 25 would have only one max-algebraic 
SVD: 0’ v 0 8 0 8 0 with g1 = 0 f E. So its minimal max-algebraic SVD 
would have one non-& singular values in the minimal max-algebraic SVD of 
A if we use the condition (or < II A(1 B in the definition of the max-algebraic 
SVD. 
We could use the max-algebraic SVD rank in the identification of a 
max-linear discrete event system from its impulse response. Suppose that we 
have a single-input, single-output discrete event system that can be described 
by an nth-order max-algebraic state-space model: 
x(k + 1) = A @x(k) CD b @u(k), (41) 
y(k) = CT @x(k) (42) 
with A E Rzxn and b, c E KY:, where 11 is the input, y is the output, and x 
is the state vector. If we apply a unit impulse to the system and if we assume 
that the initial state x(0) satisfies x(0) = 8,,X 1, we get the impulse response 
as the output of the system. Since x(O) = g,,X r leads to 
x(o) = b, x(2) =A@b,..., x(k) =Aat-’ 8 b,..., 
the impulse response of the system is given by 
y(k) = cT @A@‘-’ @ b for k = 1,2,... . 
Let gE = cT Q ABt B b for k = 0, 1, . . . . The gk’s are called the Murkou 
parameters. 
Suppose that A, b, and c are unknown, and that we only know the 
Markov parameters (e.g. from experiments, where we assume that the system 
is time-invariant and max-linear-i.e. that is can be described by a state space 
model of the form (41)-(42)--and that there is no noise present). How can 
we construct A, b, and c from the g,‘s? This process is called realization. If 
we make the dimension of A minimal, we have a minimal realization. 
The max-algebraic rank of the Hankel matrix 
H= 
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with p and 9 large enough yields a lower bound for the minimal system 
order [&lo]. But in the presence of noise this Hankel matrix will almost 
always be of full rank. However, if we adapt Definition 27 so that we stop 
adding terms as soon as the matrix A is approximated accurately enough, we 
could use the max-algebraic SVD rank to get an estimate of the minimal 
system order of the discrete event system. 
5. EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 28. Consider 
Note that the two columns a, and a2 of this matrix are dependent, since 
a2 = 83 @ a,. 
We shall calculate the max-algebraic SVD of this matrix using the 
mapping K We define A(*) = fl A, - > w h ere we take all the coefficients p 
equal to 1: 
Since this is a 2-by-2 matrix, we can calculate the (constant) SVD of A(s) for 
s E Iw analytically, e.g. via the eigenvalue decomposition of Ar(s)A(s> (cf. 
[ 11, 121). This yields 
C(s) = 
elOs 
f;(s) = [” + e6s + e4s + 1 
0 
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Note that ~(*>%*>$T(*) is an ASVD of A(.), since all the entries of I?(*), 
X(e), and G(o) are analytic. If we apply the reverse mapping 9, we get the 
following max-algebraic SVD of A: 
Av e(-2) [ 
O +[“, +[,: _03]r=[:o :5]. 
In [7] we have developed another method to calculate all the max-alge- 
braic SVDs of a matrix, without making use of the mapping K However, in 
its present form this technique is only suited to calculate the max-algebraic 
SVD of small-sized matrices. Using this alternative method, we find the 
following max-algebraic SVDs: 
with us ,< 0 or analogous decompositions but with u2 replaced by 8u,, or 
with us replaced by 8v, or with ui and v1 replaced by 8u, and 8v, 
respectively. 
Note that cri = 5 = )I AlI@ for all th e max-algebraic SVDs (cf. Proposition 
24). Taking o, = E in (43) yields a minimal max-algebraic SVD of A. Since 
we have rank e,svD(A) = 1. If r2 = q,,,,,, 2 = 0, we have a maximal max-alge- 
braic SVD of A: 
and 
UCZ,,,@Vr= [;. ;5] v A. 
Note that the max-absolute value of every entry of o,,max,2 8 u2 8 0: is 
smaller than or equal to the max-absolute value of the corresponding entry of 
(+] Q u1 c3 VT. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
First, we have established a link between the field of the real numbers 
and the extended max algebra. We have used this link to introduce the 
max-complex structure UmaX, which can be considered as a further extension 
of the max algebra. We have also defined a kind of singular-value decomposi- 
tion (SVD) in the extended max algebra and proved its existence. Finally, we 
have defined a rank based on the max-algebraic SVD, which could be used in 
the identification of max-linear discrete event systems. 
Future research topics will include: further investigation of the properties 
of the SVD in the extended max algebra, development of efficient algorithms 
to calculate the (minimal) max-algebraic SVD of a matrix, and application of 
the max-algebraic SVD in the system theory for max-linear discrete event 
systems. Furthermore, it is obvious that many other decompositions and 
properties of matrices in linear algebra also have a max-algebraic analogue, 
especially if we make use of the correspondence between (@, + , X ) and 
T,,,,. This will also be a topic for further research. 
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